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Abstract 

The Rotating-Rod Model is modified to make the adjustable (Y parameter which 
appears in the treatment energy dependent. Its predictions for opacity and excitation 
functions compare well with quasi-classical HS trajectory results, for translational and 
vibrational energy variations and isotopic mass effects. The Frozen-Orientation Model in 
its present form is incapable of such an agreement for mass combinations other than 
H + Dz. It is suggested that the decrease of (Y with energy can be interpreted as a 
transition from adiabatic to sudden behavior, where alignment is only on the average, 
and much energy is deposited in the bending modes. This is supported by a correlation 
between LY and the average final rotation. 

Introduction 

From the time that the first classical trajectories were run [la] to 
simulate the H + H, reaction dynamics, and up to present day results 
[2,31 on a chemically accurate potential energy surface [41, we have 
seen an increasing interest in simple minded models [5-81 that would, 
hopefully, capture the central features in the physics of these reactive 
trajectories. Such models are extremely important as a guide to ease 
intuition, which cannot cope with the task of statistically averaging 
hundreds of thousands of trajectories. 

An important reaction attribute that one may wish to understand is 
the reaction probability as a function of the impact parameter, which 
is known as the “opacity function.” Although this property is not di- 
rectly measureable, its knowledge leads to  two important, experi- 
mentally determinable, quantities: (i) the reactive cross section, known 
as the “excitation function,” from which the thermal rate coeffi- 
cient can be calculated and (ii) the differential cross section, which can 
be calculated from the opacity function once the “deflection func- 
tion,” correlating final scattering angle with initial impact parameter, 
is given. 
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The models for the opacity function that we wish to discuss [6-81, can 
be roughly classified as belonging to the two extreme mechanisms of 
molecular collisions, known as “sudden” and “adiabatic” [91. Examples 
for these two types of dynamical approximations are: (i) the Infinite 
Order Sudden Approximation [lo], which averages over the constant- 
angle dynamics and (ii) the Rotating Linear Model [11,121, used to 
adiabatically eliminate the two bending degrees of freedom in the 
quanta1 calculations. 

The abovementioned approximations have their counterparts in 
“back-of-the-envelope” models for chemical reactivity. The “Rotating- 
Rod Model” (RRM), which the author has described previously [6], be- 
longs to the adiabatic category. It is based on two main assumptions: (i) 
that there is an “alignment effect” [1,2,131, where the stronger re- 
pulsive forces between the incoming atom and the diatomic molecule in 
the bent configuration tend to rotate the diatom, so that the three 
atoms are aligned as a “rotating-rod,” (ii) the three-dimensional (3D) 
reaction probability is assumed equal to  the one-dimensional (1D) 
probability at an appropriate effective collinear energy. This is similar 
in spirit to  some “reduced dimensionality” approaches [14], which con- 
sist of a 1D -+ 3D scaling of dynamical results [lob]. 

The second model, which is “sudden” in nature, is an extreme sim- 
plification of the 10s approximation [~OC]. It has been suggested by 
Smith [7] as a modification of the “line of centers” model [7a], and later, 
in a modified form, by Levine and Bernstein [81. The model assumes 
that the initial orientational angle of the diatomic molecule (with re- 
spect to  the initial relative velocity) does not change a t  all in the course 
of collision. Therefore the collision is reactive when the energy avail- 
able along the line of centers exceeds the angle-dependent barrier. We 
suggest naming this the “Frozen-Orientation Model” (FOM). 

Physical intuition would suggest that the RRM is applicable at low 
energies, while the FOM is useful at  higher energies. This is in line with 
a simple timescale argument [131, as shown in Table I. At low col- 
lisional energies there is enough time for the diatom to rotate, while at 
large relative velocities it is practically frozen. This situation has also 
been demonstrated in more elaborate calculations [91. Due to the slow 
relative velocity, T + H2 is closest to  the adiabatic limit, while due to 
the slow diatomic rotation, H + T, is the most “sudden” in its behavior. 

There are now many available trajectory results [2,31 for comparing 
the two models. We will test their performance in predicting the effect 
on the opacity function of (i) isotopic substitutions, (ii) changing initial 
translational, and (iii) changing initial vibrational energy. 

We find that the original RRM [61 has to be modified, so that the initial 
vibrational energy is partitioned between the bending and collinear 
modes in the same way as the line of centers energy. The parameter a ,  
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TABLE I. Bending ( T ~ )  versus collisional (7,) time scales for the force-free H3 
system (in units of s). Following ref. [13], we take T~ = ($pA, BC/ET)”’d for 
a collision distance d = 2 A and pA, Bc of eq. (3). It is shown for three values of 
E T .  76  is estimated from Ihv, = 0.04 eV calculated [91 for H3 on the SLTH surface 
[4], and scaled to the other isotopic variants using Gmm = m i 1  + 4m;’ + mc‘. 

T b / 4  1.3 1.7 1.9 1.3 1.4 

0.3 eV 2.2 2.4 2.5 2.7 3.0 

1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 

2.0 eV 0.8 0.9 0.9 1.0 1.1 

which measures this partitioning, now becomes energy dependent. 
This leads us to  suggest a new mechanism of “alignment on the aver- 
age,” with increasing deposition of energy in the collision complex 
bending modes with increasing energy. This mechanism may be able to 
close the gap between the adiabatic and sudden limits. 

Theory 

Notations 

Consider an exchange reaction 

(1) A + B C - A B + C  
with initial conditions defined by an impact parameter b ,  vibrational 
energy Ev of the BC diatom, and translational energy 

where u is the initial A ,  BC relative velocity. The reduced masses for 
the relative translation in reactants and products are given by 

(3) 

and M = mA + mB + mc is the total mass. The initial rotational en- 
ergy is assumed zero, hence the total energy is Etotal = Ev + E T .  We 
discuss below the opacity function P ( b ) ,  which is the reaction proba- 

P PA,BC = m ~ ( m ~  + mc)/M 

p’  PB,C = mC(mB + mA)/M 
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bility for a given impact parameter, vibrational state, and trans- 
lational energy. We also discuss the total reactive cross section 

(4) 

which is a function of the translational energy, as well as the initial 
vibrational state u. The maximal impact parameter b,, for given ET 
and E v ,  is the smallest b for which P(b, ) = 0. The minimal potential 
energy barrier separating reactants and products is designated V,. 

6, 

(T(ET) = 2 r J  P(b)bdb 
0 

The Modified Rotating Rod Model 

The RRM assumes that one can separate the collinear motion along 
the rod, from the rod’s rotational and bending modes. Hence one defines 
an effective one-dimensional energy, E A& which is proportional to the 
“line of centers” energy. The latter includes the initial vibrational 
energy and that part of the translational energy which does not become 
triatomic rotation. The proportionality factor 0 5 (Y I 1 measures the 
fraction of available energy which does not go into the two (degenerate) 
bending modes of the transition state. Hence 

( 5 )  EAfDf = (Y[Ev + (1 - p b 2 / I ’ ) E ~ ]  
where p is given by eq. (3) and I” is the rod‘s moment of inertia 

(6) I = /-&& -+ I*.‘R& 4- ZmAmcRABRBC/M 
evaluated, say, at the collinear saddle point configuration (R&, R&). In 
a more refined model, I” would possibly be energy dependent, reflec- 
ting the energy dependence of the critical configuration. Since this 
effect is of secondary importance we adopt the simpler assumption 
which avoids the introduction of a second free parameter. 

The difference between the present formulation and ref. [61 is that (Y 

multiplies Ev as well as E T .  The present approach seems more consis- 
tent in view of the microcanonical model used for the reaction proba- 
bility (opacity function), which is given by 

(7) P ( b )  = PlD(E;,”,, 
P lD(E) is the classical (as opposed to quasi-classical) microcanonical 
collinear reaction probability. Since the threshold of PID is always 
the collinear barrier height, V,, we find for the maximal impact pa- 
rameter that 

(8) I*.b:/Iz; (Ebb, - Vb/a)/ET 
where E,,, = EV + E T .  Another important property of the opacity 
function is its value at  zero impact parameter, when the initial velocity 
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u is directed towards the RC center of mass 

(9) P(0) = PID(a&ta,) 

From eqs. (8) and (9) it is seen that when the translational energy is 
so small tha t  

(10) a(Ev + Eg) = vb 

both b, and P(0) vanish. Hence E $  is the threshold energy 

(11) a!.) = 0 

In order to  have a non-negative threshold. it is seen that a should obey 

(12) C Y E ~  5 vb 

Unlike the original formulation [61, one is now able to  deal with vi- 
brational excitation by adjusting a .  The abovementioned inter- 
pretation for a implies that. for high vibrational states, most of the 
vibrational energy is channeled into the bending modes of the transi- 
tion state. 

Let us now consider the near-threshold behavior, which is deter- 
mined from the near-threshold behavior of the one-dimensional 
reaction probability. The initial rise in is described by micro- 
canonical transition-state theory [ E l ,  as the ratio of the number of 
vibrational states for the symmetric stretch at the saddle-point and the,  
diatomic reactants. This can be given an analytic approximation [161 
by assuming a Morse curve along the “bond order coordinate” 1171, 
which is perpendicular to  the BEBO reaction coordinate. A slight sim- 
plification of results in Section 5 of ref. [61 (assuming that the Morse p 
parameter does not vary much between reactants and products), gives 
a simple expression for the asymptotic behavior as E -+ vb 

(13) 

pf is the effective mass for the perpendicular motion (symmetric 
stretch) at the transition state. For a symmetric system such as H:, it 
is given I161 simply by 

(14) p+ = p + + 2mAmr/M 

Hence for H3 and its isotopic variants 

PID(E) - (p’ /p’)1’2[E/vb - 11 

(15) 

and If = p*R*’. Note that since the exact PID@) is convex between 
threshold and maximum, the asymptotic result (131, which is the tan- 
gent to PID(E) at E = V,, is also an upper bound at all energies. 
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Combining eqs. (5), (71, and (131, we find the following low-energy 
approximation to the opacity function 

From eqs. (4) and (8) it follows that the total reactive cross section is 
given approximately by 

for ET 2 EF. This may be compared with various models for reaction 
cross sections [MI. Note that the approximate eq. (17) would not show 
a maximum at high energies, unlike the exact RRM result, that reflects 
the maximum in the exact collinear reaction probability due, predomi- 
nantly, to  the "recrossing effect" [ E l .  

An interesting limit of eq. (17) is the case of a thresholdless reaction. 
In accordance with eq. (121, we set aEv = Vb to obtain 

(18) 

For such reactions it is known [18] that a(ET)  rises rapidly to a maxi- 
mum, and then decreases with E T .  We conclude that a must be a 
decreasing function of energy. In the next section we will see that this 
is indeed the only way by which we can fit the trajectory results. 

Equation (16) may also suggest an alternative interpretation for a, 
namely, that reaction occurs with an effective barrier height vb/a. The 
latter may be thought of as the barrier height at the most probable 
angle of attack. This affords a connection with the FOM described below. 

The Frozen-Orientation Model 

We briefly review the main FOM results [7,8] with which the RRM is 
compared. The FOM assumes that reaction occurs with unit probability 
whenever the energy along the line of centers for an initial orientation 
angle 4, exceeds the angle-dependent barrier, vb(y). y is the com- 
plementary ABC angle. [In this notation V, = vb(o)]. Implicit in the 
model is the approximation 4 = y. 

In applying the model [81, the vibrational energy has been added to 
the translational energy to give 

where y (E)  is the inverse of vb(y). d is a free parameter which mea- 
sures the A,  BC distance at  the transition state. The maximal impact 
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parameter is 

(20) b2, = (1 - Vb/EtntaJd2 
while the reaction probability at  zero impact parameter is, evidently 

Hence, unlike the RRM, the free parameter effects only b, , but not P(0). 
As a result, eq. (19) often cannot give a good one-parameter fit to  the 
opacity function. Also, isotope effects enter only through Ev. The 
threshold energy [determined by eqs. (20) and (2111 is at  Etotal = vb, i.e., 
E$ = Vb - Ev. For high vibrational states, this implies negative E;. 
The other version of the FOM [71 avoids this last problem by replacing 
Etotal in eq. (19) by E T ,  and V,(y) by vb(y) - A, where Vb(0) - A is the 
collinear threshold (or the adiabatic barrier). This version also uses a 
parabolic approximation to the exact vb( 7). Except for correcting the 
threshold energy, there is little difference between the two versions. 

The input for the FOM is the function r ( E ) ,  while for the RRM it is 
PID(E).  Just as we have obtained a low-energy approximation to the 
RRM from a linear approximation to PID(E 1, one can write here 

(22) cos r ( E )  - 1 - (E - V ~ ) / E  
to obtain near the threshold 

(23) 2EP(b) (1 - b2/d2)E,,tal - Vb 

We see that eqs. (16) and (23) have the same functional form, and would 
be equal were the parameters d and E given by 

(24) 

Using (231, one gets for the reaction cross section [71 

(25) 

which resembles eq. (17). 

Results 

Here we compare opacity and excitation functions for the modified 
RRM and the FOM in the Levine-Bernstein version [81, with quasi- 
classical trajectory results [2,3] for the H3 system, with initial diatomic 
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rotationj = 0. We will check effects of isotopic substitution, and of 
translational and vibrational energy variations. 

The input data for the FOM is the angle-dependent barrier, V,,(y), 
which we have digitized from Figure 1 of ref. [8a]. The input data for 
the RRM is the classical collinear reaction probability. Unfortunately, 
PID(E) has been determined [15] only for H + H2 (not its isotopic vari- 
ants) on the PK surface [lbl. Using eq. (13), we transform this data 
t o  the SLTH surface [4] by shifting the threshold by the barrier 
height difference, VtLTH - V I K ,  and  multiplying P I D ( E )  by 
VtLTH/VPK(VtLTH = 0.425 eV, V,’“ = 0.396 eV). For isotopic substi- 
tutions we multiply PID(E) for H + Ha by the ratio of ip ’ /p’ )112  for the 
isotopic arrangement and H + H2. Some of the collinear reaction 
probabilities thus determined are shown in Figure 1. The linear 
approximation, eq. (131, for H + H2 is shown as a dashed line. 

Diatomic vibrational energies used were not specified in ref. [2]. We 
therefore use the experimental values [19], as given in Table 11. Orbital 
(= total) angular momentum J has been converted to impact parame- 
ter by the procedure of ref. [21, although we [61 find it more consistent 
to simply write 

(26) hl = pub = (2p&)1’% 

Opacity Functions 

Opacity functions are fitted to the RRM by adjusting the a parameter, 
as shown in Table 11. For the FOM d = 2.5ao is used 18a1, except for 

0.8 
I 

06 

PI0 

0 4  

0 2  

.5 1.0 1.5 
E (eV)  

Figure 1. Classical H + Lo collinear reaction probability as a function of (total) 
energy for the SLTH surface [41. Dynamical results [151 on the PK surface [lbl 
were transformed according to eq. (13); see text. The approximation (131, for 
H + Hz, is shown as a dashed line. The arrow shows the maximal effective 
one-dimensional energy reached in this work. 
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TABLE 11. Values of the a parameter for the fits in Figures 2-5. 

Reaction u EV(eV) ET(eV) Etotal  (eV) a Figure 

0 2 H+H 

H+D2 0 

D+H2 0 

T+H2 0 

H+D2 0 

H+D2 0 

H+H2 1 

H+H2 2 

0 2 H+T 

0.270 0.48 

0.192 0.48 

0.157 0.48 

0.270 0.48 

0.270 0.48 

0.192 0.55 

0.192 1.30 

0.787 0.48 

1.273 0.48 

0.750 

0.672 

0.637 

0.750 

0.750 

0.742 

1.492 

1.267 

1.753 

0.685 

0.715 

0.730 

0.700 

0.705 

0.690 

0.440 

0.440 

0.345 

the case of vibrational energy variations, where d increases with v. In 
the other cases considered, changing d cannot significantly improve 
the quality of fit, since it affects only 6 ,  , but not P(0). 

Isotopic effects are shown in Figure 2 for H + L, and in Figure 3 for 
L + Ha. For H + L, the RRM results pass through almost all of the error 
bars. In contrast, the FOM does not have enough isotopic sensitivity. It 
fails most for H + H a ,  while it fares best for H + D, [81. 

0.4 

0.3 - 
-3 
Y 

a 
0.2 

0. I 

0 
0 2 4 6 10 12 

J 
Figure 2. Opacity functions for H + Lz, a t j  = 0, u = 0, and ET = 0.48 eV, as 
a function of (total) orbital angular momentum. Full line-RRM; dashed 
line- FOM. The reactivity order is the same as that of the trajectory results [2a], 
denoted by A, 0, and 0, for L = H ,  D , and T ,  respectively. d = 2 . 5 ~ ~ .  (Y values 
listed in Table 11. 
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0.5 

0.4 

- 0.3 
a 
7 - 

0.2 

0. I 

0 
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 I 

J 
Figure 3. Opacity functions for L + Hz. See caption of Figure 2. 

For L + HZ both models predict the isotopic-invariant b,  [that J ,  
varies is due to eq. (2611. Again, the RRM can also account for variations 
in P(01, which are due here almost exclusively to  the small variations 
in a .  

The effect of varying ET is shown for H + D2 in Figure 4. In both 
models a similar quality of fit can be obtained. While for FOM this is 
achieved with a constant d, in the RRM a large decrease of a with energy 
is required. Even in this system where the FOM does best, the agree- 
ment deteriorates at a lower energy (Fig. 2). 

The effect of vibrational energy is shown in Figure 5. For the RRM the 
fit is obtained by decreasing a with u. For the FOM d is increased with 

0.6 

0.4 
h n 
a 
v 

0.2 

0 
.5 

b(aJ 
Figure 4. Opacity functions for H + Dz a t j  = 0, u = 0, and two different val- 
ues of E T .  Histogram is the quasi-classical trajectory results [3al. Full 
line-RRM; dashed CUTVeS-FOM. d = 2.5~~. LY values listed in Table 11. 
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0.7 , 1 

0.6 

0 5  

h 

7 0.4 - 
a 

0.3 

0.2 

01 

0 
0 5 10 15 20 

Figure 5. Opacity functions for H + H P  as a function of orbital angular momen- 
tum for u = 0,1, and 2 (denoted by 0, A, and 0, respectively). j = 0 and 
ET = 0.48 eV. Points are quasi-classical results [2bl. Full curve-WM, with a 
given in Table 11. Dashed lines-FOM, with d = 2.5,3.1, and 3.7%, for u = 0,1, 
and 2, respectively. 

J 

u. This may be rationalized by the fact that for higher vibrational states 
the outer turning point occurs at larger separations. It may be that I * 
in the RRM should also be increased with energy. This would result in 
increased reaction probability for large impact parameters, and an 
improved fit for large J. 

Excitation Functions 

It is clear from the theory and the values listed in Table 11, that an 
energy dependent a is required to explain the trajectory results over a 
wide energy range. Because of the microcanonical nature of the RRM, we 
suggest to  correlate (Y with the total available energy, Etotal = Ev + ET. 
For Etotal as the independent variable, we will see that a is nearly mass 
independent . 

In Figure 6 the points are the values of (Y as taken from Table 11. For 
each vibrational state we fit a polynomial 

which is a decreasing function of Etotal in the relevant energy range, to 
the energy dependence of the total reaction cross section [2bl shown 
in Figure 7. The resulting a(Et,,,) dependence obtained is shown in 
Figure 6. (The ai values are given in the figure caption). This is the H, 
“Master Plot,” since it contains all information in the opacity functions 
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v = o  

0 4  

&06 I d 
0 4  

v- 2 

O2 0 10 = 20 30 40 

Et,,+,l (Kcol /mol 1 
Figure 6. The H3 Master Plot. Points are taken from Table I1 as follows: (1) 
H + TdOj; (2) H + DAO); (3) H + H,(O), all at Er = 0.48 eV; (4) H + D2(Oj a t  
E T  = 1.3 eV; (5) H + Hz(l),  and (6) H + H2(2), both at  ET = 0.48 eV. The a, 
parameters of eq. (27) are: ao(0) = 1, a l (0 )  = 0.485 eV-', a2(0j = 0.08 eV-'; 
ao(1) = 0.654, ul(l)  = 0.16 eV-'; ao(2) = 0.305, a1(2) = -0.023 eV-'. There is 
not enough data to determine a2 for v = 1 and 2. The curves begin at  threshold 
and end at  the highest energy fitted in Figure 7. 

12 

10 

- 8  
N O  
0 

0 
6 

4 

2 

0 

v 

.5 I 1.5 2 

E+otor(e" 
Figure 7. Total reaction cross sections for H + H2 at the first three Hz vi- 
brational states. Points are quasi-classical trajectory results [2b] 0, A, and 0 
denote v = 0, 1, and 2, respectively. Full lines-numerical integration of RRM 
opacity functions (500 points for 0 5 b 5 b, + O.lao), with a(EtQt,,, v )  of 
Figure 6 and eq. (27). Dashed curves-numerical integration of FOM opacity 
functions, with d as in Figure 5. The reactivity increases with v ,  as in the RRM 
results. 

at all translational energies (up to 1.9 eV for u = 01, vibrational states 
(up to u = 21, and isotopic variants (see, however, Fig. 9). 

Denoting by a. the value of a at threshold, we see from eq. (27) that 
for u = 0, a. = aWb, 0) = 0.81( 20.01). According to the interpretation 
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3 

- 2  
N O  
0 
v 

b 

1 

0 
.3 .4 .5 .6 .7 

Figure 8. Total reaction cross sections for H + L, a t  u = 0 andj  = 0. Points are 
quasi-classical trajectory results [2al. 4, 0, and 0 designate L = H ,  D, and T ,  
respectively. 0 is a calculation for H + DJ0) at  0.55 eV 131. Full 1jnes-RRM 
with LY determined by eq. (27) and Figure 6. Dashed CUrVeS-FFOM with 
d = 2 . 5 ~ ~ .  The relative reactivity in both models is the same as that of the 
trajectory resiilts. 

ET (ev) 

ET (eV) 

Figure 9. Same as Figure 8, for L + H,. The FOM result (dashed curve) is inde- 
pendent ofL. The RRM result shows only a slight L dependence since (in contrast 
to the situation in Fig. 3) a universal a value has been used here [cf. eq. (27)l. 

of 1 - (Y as the energy in the bending modes, this energy at threshold 
equals (1 - ao)Vb = 0.081 PV. In comparison, the zero point energy in 
the two bending modes of H + Dz,  for example, is l3cIO.086 eV. Hence 
Figure 6 is consistent with the interpretation that at  threshold (for 
u = 0) the bending modes are at their ground vibrational state. 

Figure 6 seems to indicate that the a(EtOtal) curves for all three vi- 
brational states converge at  high energies to (Y of about 113. This 
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can perhaps be interpreted [20] as a statistical limit, when 2/3 of the 
line-of-centers energy of the triatomic complex is in the two bending 
modes, and 1/3 is in the symmetric stretch. This point merits further 
consideration. 

Returning to dEtotaJ in Figure 7, we see that with the a(EtOtal) de- 
pendence of Figure 6, the RRM is able to  describe the general features 
of the trajectory results [2bl. This is not so for the FOM. (In fact, the 
agreement shown in Fig. 5 is now seen to be rather fortuitous.) The FOM 
resembles the exact results at  intermediate energies. At  low energies 
it overestimates the post-threshold behavior, predicting a threshold 
which is too low and depends only on Etotal. This means [cf. eqs. (20) and 
(21)] that EF < 0 for the excited vibrational states. The last problem 
does not occur in Smith's version [71, where the correct (collinear) 
threshold energy is part of the input data. The curves are then shifted 
along the energy axis, but their overall shape is very similar to that of 
Figure 7. At high energies, the FOM overestimates the reaction cross 
section, mainly because it cannot mimic variational and recrossing 
effects [151. The RRM, in contrast, has these effects built-in in PID(E).  At 
the high energies for u = 0 (Fig. 7), the maximum in the collinear 
reaction probability (Fig. 1) is sampled. At still larger energies, the 
RRM therefore predicts a decrease of v with increasing E T .  

Isotopic effects in the post-threshold region of the excitation function 
are shown in Figures 8 and 9. For H + Lz there is a nice agreement of 
RRM and quasi-classical trajectory results [2al at threshold. At higher 
energies (E ,  > 0.6 eV) the RRM overestimates the exact results. The 
same kind of deviation at intermediate energies is seen in Figure 7 for 

For L + H, the RRM does not show the required isotopic differ- 
entiation, in spite of the good fit to  the opacity functions demonstrated 
in Figure 3. The reason is that in Figure 9 the energy dependence of a ,  
eq. (27), is used. The mass of the attacking atom does not appear in that 
expression. In Figure 3, we have allowed slight variations in cy 

(0.685-0.705) around the value of eq. (27). This shows that Figure 6 
describes most of the physics determining the opacity functions, but not 
all of it. 

Finally, Figure 10 compares the analytic approximation to the RRM 
cross section near threshold, eq. (171, with the exact RRM results. This 
simplified RRM version already shows the correct qualitative behavior. 
The significance of this result is that it describes the excitation func- 
tion without using any dynamical information as input data. 

H + HZ(0). 

Final Rotational Distribution 

In the most naive picture, the rod's rotation is correlated with final 
orbital angular motion, while its bending vibration becomes product 
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0 -  

0 6- 

4- 

2 -  

h 

N O  

v 

0 I I I 
.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 

Et,tal(eV) 
Figure 10. 
curve- with the approximation (17)- -dashed line. 

Same a s  Figure 7, only comparing exact RRM results-full 

rotation. Since the bending motion always contains at  least its zero 
point energy, we will correlate the average final rotational state, ( j  '), 
with the fraction of the line-of-centers energy which appears as excess 
triatomic bending energy. For the u = 0 state we therefore write 

(28) 

where a. = a(E$ + Ev, 0) as above. According to eq. (281, there is 
complete alignment at threshold, with no bending excitation. 

For the H + L, reactions we have found above that a is independent 
of the mass of L. We therefore expect a similar behavior for the cor- 
relation (28). This is indeed the case, as can be seen from Figure 11. (We 
have used a0 = 0.8 and p = 18.) 

Figure 11 may now be used to extrapolate to higher energies and to 
other potential surfaces. In a classical trajectory study [3c], ( j ' )  for 
H + H2 at ET = 1.3 eV has been determined for the SLTH surface [41 
and another surface (VI), which differs from it only in the bent geome- 
tries. It was found that for VI there is diminished reactivity (as depicted 
in the opacity function), while ( j ' )  increases from 6.5 (on SLTH) to 7.1 
(for VI). 

Using eq. (28) with (Y = 0.44 (Table II), we find ( j ' )  = 6.5 on SLTH. 
From the calculated opacity functions on the two surfaces (Fig. 1 of 
ref. [3cl), it is estimated that Pvl(0)/PSLTH(O) = 0.41/0.56. Equation 
(16) gives cxv' = 0.395 at Etotal = 1.57 eV. This gives ( j ' )  = 7.3, in good 
agreement with the exact value [3cl. To date, the modified RRM is the 
only dynamical model which accounts for this rather subtle correlation 
between the decrease in P(b 1 and the increase in ( j  '): higher energy in 
transition-state bend leads both to lower reactivity and higher final 
rotational state. 

( j ' )  = @[(Yo - 4EtQta1, 011 
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4 7  

I ! I I 
.5 .6 .7 .8 .9 I .o 

Etotal (e”) 
Figure 11. Dependence o f  the average final HL rotational state on the total 
collision energy. Triangles, circles, and squares are quasi-classical trajectory 
results [2al for L = H, D, and T, respectively. The full curve is a fit to eqs. (28) 
and (27) with fl = 18. a. = 0.8(?0.02) is the threshold value of a for u = 0. 

Conclusion 

In this article we have compared a modified version of the RRM with 
the FOM and quasi-classical trajectory results for the H, system. This 
has been done for a large variation in initial translational energy, 
vibrational state, and isotopic mass. 

Our results for the FOM show that the previously demonstrated suc- 
cess [8al may be misleading in that only H + D,(O) has been considered 
and at only two translational energies. The comparison of Section 3 
shows that the FOM at  its present form cannot correctly describe the 
dependence on the abovementioned variables. We believe, however, 
that most of the failures are due to a technically oversimplified treat- 
ment of the sudden approximation. With some modifications, the per- 
formance of the FOM may be significantly improved. 

The modified RRM describes the trajectory results surprisingly well 
for such a simple-minded model. The key feature in this success is 
the introduction of an energy-dependent a .  This parameter describes 
the partition of the triatomic line-of-centers energy between the bend- 
ing and collinear stretching modes. Figure 6 implies, therefore, that 
the higher the total energy, the larger the fraction of energy in the 
bending modes. Hence the physical picture is not of strict alignment, 
as in the Rotating Linear Models [11,121, but of alignment “on the aver- 
age.” The result of any single trajectory, which may be described by 
FOM as a “nonlinear transition state,” is described by RRM as a “highly 
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excited bend.” In this respect, the decrease of a with energy is the real- 
ization, in the RRM framefork, of the transition from an adiabatic to a 
sudden mechanism [91. A nice confirmation of this interpretation comes 
from the correlation of a and final rotation as seen in Figure 11. 

It could be interesting to check directly, by classical trajectories, the 
prediction of increasing importance of transition-state bend excitation 
with increasing energy. Other future work should include deflection 
analysis [61, to convert the modified-RRM opacity functions to  angular 
distributions, extensions of the model to  include initial rotational state, 
and applications to other systems [63. It is also possible that the RRM 
could predict the dependence of the reaction cross section on initial 
orientation [8bl: The larger the deviation from collinearity, the more 
energy is deposited in the excited bending modes, hence the smaller a 
becomes and with it the reaction probability also decreases. 
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